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61. THE MAIN RESULTS 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to show that the differential characters associated to a compact Lie 
group G (as defined by Chern, Simons and Cheeger) comprise its Bore1 cohomology 
H&,,(G,R/Z). Along the way we obtain some interesting formulae for these characters as 
cochains in the bar resolution for G, and obtain some results on the cohomology of certain 
bundles with discrete structure group. 
Let % be the Lie algebra of G and let I(%, R) be the ring of Weil polynomials, i.e. symmetric 
multilinear functions on Yl which are invariant under the Adjoint action of G. In 121 Chern and 
Simons showed how to use a connection 8 on a principal G-bundle E-B to determine a 
characteristic form TP(8) in A*(E, R) for every P E I(%, R). These forms satisfy the equation 
dTP(B) = P(a) (l..l) 
where P(Cn) is the Weil polynomial P evaluated on the curvature 2-form a= de + (1/2)[e, e]. 
In [l] Simons and Cheeger modified this construction to obtain a ring of “differential 
characters” on the base B of the bundle (see also the expository note[9]). Specifically, given a 
class U E Hzk (Bo, Z) and a Weil polynomial Pu representing the image of U in HZk(Bo, R), 
one obtains a homomorphism 0: &k-i(B)+R/Z where Z%_,(B) is the group of smooth 
singular 2k - 1 dimensional cycles on the base B. The pull-back of 0 to the total space E is the 
mod Z reduction of TP(8). (Here we think of differential forms as smooth singular cochains by 
integrating them over simplices.) 0 depends on the connection 6 and is not in general 0 on 
boundaries. However if the curvature 0 = 0, then (1.1) implies that I? will be 0 on boundaries 
and thus lives in H”(-’ (B, R/Z). Since the bundles with fl= 0 are those whose structure group 
reduces to GS (the group G with the discrete topology), they obtain a class in the group 
cohomology H$‘(G,R/Z) = H2k-‘(B~6, R/Z). When G is the unitary group they construct 
specific cochains in the bar resolution representing these characters, i.e. specific maps 
&Gx.. . x G---, R/Z. (1.2) 
Zk-I times 
The map 0 is Bore1 measurable and, using results in [13], they show that the differential 
characters comprise the Bore1 cohomology H&i (U(n), R/Z) as defined by C. Moore (see 161). 
In this note we give a different construction for the cochain (1.2) which works for arbitrary 
compact Lie groups G and shows that the differential characters of any compact Lie group 
comprise its Bore1 cohomology. 
The key theorem in the proof uses the following construction: Let X be a topological space 
and M(A”, X) denote the set of singular n-simplices in X. We topologize M(A”, X) with the 
compact open-topology, i.e. the one generated by the sets 
(K, U) = {a E M(A”, X)1@) c U} 
where K C A” is compact and U C X is open. A singular n-cochain valued in A is a function 
f: M(A”, X)+ A (A is an abelian group, module, etc.). If A is a topological group, it is 
reasonable to restrict our attention to singular n-cochains which preserve some of the 
topological structure of M(A”, X) and of A. 
Definition. A singular n-cochain f is called Bore1 and bounded if it is Bore1 measurable (i.e. 
with respect to the a-algebra generated by open sets in M(A”, X)) and bounded on compact sets 
(i.e. the closure f(K) C A is compact whenever K C M(A”, X) is compact). Suppose A has a 
countable basis for its topology. Then sums of Bore1 bounded cochains are again Bore1 and 
bounded. Let c”,(X, A) denote the cochain complex of Bore1 bounded cochains. 
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If C*(X, A) is the usual singular cochain complex we then have the following: 
THEOREM A. Suppose X satisfies the following two properties : 
(i) X is parucompact Hausdorf; 
(ii) every point in X has a neighborhood basis of contractible open sets. Then the inclusion 
i: C,*(X, A)-+ C*(X, A) induces isomorphisms on cohomology, and these isomorphisms are 
natural with respect to Borel measurable homomorphisms between coeficient groups. 
Remarks. (1) For a discussion of a class of theorems of the same sort as Theorem A, see 
]71, 
(2) The two conditions on X are the ones necessary to show that sheaf cohomology on X 
coincides with singular cohomology on X if A is discrete. The proof of Theorem A, which 
appears in a later section, is sheaf theoretic and parallels the sheaf theoretic treatment of 
singular cohomology given in Warner[l2]. The major difficulties lie in making sure that the 
various maps used preserve the properties of Bore1 and bounded. 
(3) A corresponding theorem also holds for relative cohomology of pairs of spaces (X, Y) if 
Y is a Bore1 measurable subset of X which also satisfies properties (i) and (ii). This follows 
easily from the five lemma and the long exact sequence associated to the maps 
Y+x-+(x, Y). 
(4) Theorem A is still true if we replace M(A”, X) with the subspace of smooth mappings of 
A” into a smooth manifold X. The proof goes through the same except for one or two details 
which will be handled as we come across them. 
As an application suppose p: (E, I?)+ B is a fibre bundle associated to a principle G bundle 
over a cell complex B by an action of G on the fibre pair (F, P). Suppose also that G is compact, and 
that the structure group can be reduced to GS under the “identity” map I: G6 + G. If (F, 6’) satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem A, and H” (F, E’, R) is finite dimensional for all n, and if G acts trivially 
on H,(F, p,R), e.g. if G is path connected, then we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Under the above conditions, the cohomology H*(E, 8, R)= 
H*(B,R)@H*(F,E,R). 
Proof. This follows from the Leray Hirsch Theorem once we construct a cohomology 
extension, i.e. a map a: H*(F, E, R)+ H*(E, I$ R) such that for any b E B and fibre inclusion 
i:(Eb,&)b(E,&), i* 0 @: H*(F, p, R)+ If*(Eb, Ejb, R) is a group isomorphism (see [ll]). 
The isomorphism of the proposition is then given by b @f -p*b U a(f). 
To construct @ note that, because the structure group reduces to G’, E is foliated 
transversely to the fibre by locally constant sections in the bundle. Pick a base point b. E B 
and identify (F, fi) with the fibre (Eb, &,) in a G equivariant fashion. Then we can identify any 
fibre (Eb, &) in the path component of bo with (Eb, I!&) by choosing a path from b to bo and 
parallel translating along this path using the foliation. This map is not independent of the choice 
of path, but the maps determined by two different paths will differ by the action of some 
element g E G’ on (Eh, I&,). Using this parallel translation we can define a projection “map” 
M(A”, E)-P M(A”, F) which is well defined mod the action of GS on M(An, F). If f E C”(F, R) is 
a G” invariant cocycle, i.e. 
f(o * g) = f(a) 
for all g E G”, (7 E M(A”, F), then projection M(A”, E)-+ M(A”, F) followed by evaluation by 
f yields a well defined cochain in C*(E,R). Thus to define @ it suffices to show that every 
cohomology class a E H*(F, E, R) can be represented by a G” invariant cocycle f, @(a) is then 
the class of the cocycle defined by projection and evaluation by f. 
By Theorem A we can choose a cocycle f E G”(F, @, R) representing (Y. Let 
(T E M(A”, F), 
where the integral uses Haar measure over the compact group G. Since G acts trivially on 
H,(F, I? R), f is cohomologous to f and is G’ invariant. 
Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) In [3] the authors have shown that, if the structure group of p: (E, I?)-, B 
reduces to a discrete amenable group F and if the fibre is compact, then 
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p*: H*(B, R)+ H*(E, 8, R) is injective. The technique of proof is similar to the one used here, 
and it is natural to ask if Proposition 1.3 might be true in this setting. Although the author 
cannot answer this question, when one attempts to mimic the proof given here it appears that 
some technical condition on the action of I on the fibre, e.g. equicontinuity, is necessary. 
(2) If G isn’t compact the Proposition need not be true. For example, there are flat SL(2, R) 
bundles whose real Euler class is non-zero. See [5] for examples. 
(3) When E is a smooth manifold, one might expect that the proof of Proposition 1.3 could 
be done using differential forms, avoiding Theorem A. However if the action of G on the fibre 
is only continuous, not smooth, Theorem A is still necessary. 
We now recall the definition of the differential character U associated to a class [U] E 
H2k (BG, Z) and a Weil polynomial PU E I(%, R) representing the image of [U] in H”( (BG, R). 
For more detail we refer the reader to [l] or [9]. 
Let E(G) be the category of principle G bundles with connections. An object in E(G) 
is a triple (E, M, 0) where p : E + A4 is a C” principle G-bundle with G valued connection 8. 
The morphisms in e(G) are connection preserving bundle maps. An object (En, B,, 6.) is called 
n-classifying if for every object (E, M, 0) with dimension of M 5 n there is a morphism 
(E, M, 0) --) (E,, B,, e,), and any two such morphism are C” homotopic thru (not necessarily 
connection preserving) bundle maps. A theorem of Narasimhan-Ramanan states that such 
objects exist for all n >O (see[8]). We will define 0 as a homomorphism I?: &-I+ R/Z 
where N + 2k - 1. If (E, M, 0) is an object with dimension M 5 N, then we can pull 0 back to a 
homomorphism I?(M): Z,,_,(M)+ R/Z via a morphism (E, A4,0)+ (EN, BN, ON). It turns out 
that this pull-back is independent of the morphism chosen, so that o(M) is well defined. In 
particular, if 52 = de + (1/2)[& 01 = 0 then U(M) E H2k-‘(M, R/Z). 
Let 2 EZZk_I(BN). Since for large N, H 2k-1(BN, R) = H*‘-‘(Bd, R) = 0 we can find y E 
&k(&) with (l/m)ay = z for some m E Z. Suppose now that there is a PV E I(%, R) 
representing the real image of [U] via the Weil homomorphism. Then the connection ON 
determines a differentiable form, which we will also call Pv, representing [U] in HU(&, R). 
Let U be an integral cocycle representative for [U], i.e. U E Z”l(&, Z). Then 
where - denotes reduction mod Z. One then verifies that this definition is independent of the 
various choices made. 
Remarks. (1) When G is compact that there is always a unique Pu E I(%, R) representing 
the real image of [U]. Thus 0 is determined by [U] alone in this case. 
(2) Given a flat bundle (E, M, e), i.e. one where Sz = 0, then the horizontal spaces for 8 
determine an involutive distribution on E. Thus E is foliated transversely to the fibre and the 
structure group of E+ M reduces to G’. Conversely, given a cycle z E C*(BG”), one can 
realize it as a flat bundle in r(G). First imbed the cycle as a retract of some open neighborhood 
V in Euclidean space (this gives us a differentiable structure on it). Now use an open covering of V 
and locally constant transition functions to construct a principle G bundle over V corresponding to 
the G” bundle over z C V. This bundle is foliated transversely to the fibre by locally constant 
sections and the tangent spaces to these sections form the horizontal spaces for a flat % valued 
connection 8. Since the curvature Q = 0, o(V) E H2’-‘( V, R/Z) and so evaluation of o( V) on z 
makes sense. 
Assume throughout the rest of this section that G is compact. 
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose U E CBa (BN, Z) represents the class [U]. Choose S E CB~-‘(EN, Z) 
with ~S=T*U~O~T:EN -+ BN the bundle projection. Suppose z E ZU(-I(BN) is a smooth flat 
cycle, i.e. the restriction of & = d& + (1/2)[8N, ON] to the bundle over z is 0. Lift each simpZex 
in z to a horizontal simplex in EN with respect to 0~ obtaining a chain Z E C~C-I@N). Then, 
using normalized Haar measure, 
0(z) = - 
I gEG S(f - g>. 
Proof. Choose y E C~(BN) with (l/m)ay = z for some m E Z. Lift y, simplex by simplex, 
to some chain y E &k(EN). Then (l/m)@ = i? + II where T*(V) = 0. 
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Now on EN there is the form TPU(BN) = k Jd PU (0, A +F-‘) dt where 4I = 
tR, + (1/2)(t2- t)[&, &I. From eqn (1.1) we have dTP”(&) = ?r*Pu. Also, because all terms in 
TPv (ON) involve &, TPu(&) is 0 whenever it is evaluated on a horizontal simplex u in EN, i.e. 
TPu (&.,)(a) = Jo TPu(eN) = 0. We would like to think of ‘TPu(~N) and ?r*Pu = PU (a,) as 
Bore1 and bounded cochains on EN. Their continuity certainly implies that they are Bore1 and 
bounded, but they are only defined on smooth simplices. For this reason we use the version of 
Theorem A which applies to cochains on the smooth simplex complex (see Remark (3) after 
Theorem A). 
Then 
(l/m)(Pu - u)(~)=(TP”(e~)-s)(i+~) 
wU (ON) - sw + my (since p*yg = P*Y = y), 
(~Pu(&+ s)(ug), (since 2 is horizontal in EN). 
Now using Theorem A choose RI E CsZk-‘(BN, R) with 6R,= PU - U and RZ E 
CBtk-‘(EN, R) with SR2 = TP&,) - S - n*R,, (R, exists because H2k-‘(E~, R) = CO. 
Then 
IG (moN)- s)(8) = I, @h-t n*R,)(vz) 
= I &(ng), G (since 7r.+o = 0), 
= 0, (since &I = - a5 = 0 mod G and 
I 
R2(. g) is G invariant). 
G 
Thus (l/m)(P~ - U)(y) = -Jo S(Zg) which proves the theorem. 
Since the R/Z valued characteristic classes for flat G bundles are the algebraic cohomology 
H$.(G, R/Z), we would like to get a formula expressing the character 0 as a cochain in the bar 
resolution. To do this we first introduce another complex which can also be used to compute 
H&.(G, R/Z). Since G is a compact Lie group, we can choose a model for the classifying space 
IT: EG + BG where both EG and Bo are CW complexes. For example embed G as a closed 
subgroup of some unitary group U(n) and let it act on the CW complex of the n-frames in C”. 
Since CW complexes satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem A (see [4]), so will EG and BG. Note 
also that each Ck(Eo) is a free G module under the law (u . g)(x) = (a(x)) * g where cr: Ak + Eo 
is a singular k simplex. Thus the complex 
* * * - &(&)A ***~CO(EG)--*Z~O 
is a free G resolution of Z as a trivial G module, and can be used to compute the algebraic 
cohomology of G. The geometry of the situation is this: If Z E Ck(&) satisfies a.7 = 0 mod G, 
then the simplices in 5 can be thought of as local trivializations for a bundle over the projection 
z E Ck(BG). The condition 8Z = 0 mod G implies that the transition functions for these trivi- 
alizations are constant functions in G, and so the structure group reduces to G6. 
We make the following definition of 0 E H.$.-‘(G,R/Z). As before choose SE 
CJI?EC, Z) and U E CB*k(Bo, Z) with SS = w* U. Then the cochain 
- 
1’ 
S(. g) E C*‘-‘(EG, R/Z) 
&!EG 
is G invariant and clearly a cocycle. To see that it still represents 0 choose a classifying map 
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for G bundles: 
EN -EC 
I I 
BN -BG 
Note that if Z is the horizontal lift of a flat cycle z in BN, then f is mapped to a cycle in 
c2k-l(‘EG)@G Z, and b y our previous theorem 
0(z) = - 
7- 
S(Zg). 
G 
Since every cycle in CU(-,(Eo) @o Z is homologous to one coming from EN, -E must 
represent fi in HomG(Cz-,(Eo), R/Z). 
We choose a specific cochain SE CB2k-‘(EG, Z) as follows. Let h,: Eo + Eo be a contrac- 
tion to a point x0 E Eo. As usual, ht determines a chain homotopy K: C*(Eo)+ C,+,(Eo) with 
aK+Kd=id.LetS=~*UoK.ThenSS=p*UoKa=~*U(id-aK)=?r*U.ThatSisBorel 
and bounded will follow from Lemma 1.10 in the next sequence of technical lemmas. The 
purpose of these lemmas is to show that the cochain - 
J 
a* UK(. g) is Bore1 and bounded. 
G 
We summarize as follows: 
COROLLARY 1.6. In the complex C*(Eo, R/Z) the Bore1 bounded cochain 
- 
r 
P* UK(. g) represents I? E I-&$?’ (G, R/Z). 
G 
The following sequence of lemmas is directed toward the proof of Lemma 1.11: 
LEMMA 1.7. Let G be a compact group, p: E x G + E a continuous action of G on E, and 
suppose both G and E have countable bases for their topoZogies. Let f: E +R be Bore/ 
measurable and bounded on compact sets. Then h: E+ R, h(x) = J, E o f (x - g) is also Bore1 
and bounded on compact sets, where the integral is taken using Haar measure on G. 
Proof. That the integral exists and is bounded follows from the compactness of G. That h is 
Bore1 follows from Fubini’s Theorem (see for example [lo, p. 1401) applied to jG f 0 p once we 
show: If X is the a-algebra of Bore1 sets on E and T is the same on G, then 2 X T is 
the a-algebra of Bore1 sets on E X G. To see this note that {Ui x Vi} is countable basis for the 
topology of E x G if { Ui} (resp. {Vi}) is for E (resp. G). Thus Z x T contains -all open sets in 
E x G hence all Bore1 sets. That Z x T C Bore1 sets follows easily so C x T = Bore1 sets on 
E x G. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.8. M(A”, E) has Q countable basis for its topology if E does. 
Proof. Let {Vi} be a countable basis for E. Then the set of finite unions of sets from {Vi} 
(which we will again designate as {Vi} for simplicity) is countable. This new collection has the 
property that if K is compact, K C V open, then there is a Vi with K c Vi C V. Now consider 
compact subsets of A” which are unions of simplices from Sd’A” for fixed i. As i ranges over 
the integers we obtain a countable collection {Ki} of compact subsets of A”. Now suppose 
d E M(A”, E), u E (K, V) = {7)7(K) C V}. Choose Vi with a(K) C Vi C V, and let d = 
mimimum distance from K to the complement of a-‘(Vi) in A”. Choose j large enough so that 
mesh Sdj(A”) cd. Choose K, = the union of all simplices in Sdj(A”) which intersect K. Then 
K C K, C a-‘( Vi). Thus a E (K,, Vi) C (K, V) implying {(Kj, Vi)] is a countable basis for 
M(A”, E). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let t5: Eo x G + Eo be the continuous action of G on EG, and let p: M(A”, EC) X 
G+ M(A”, Eo) be the action induced by $. Then p is continuous. 
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Proof. Given u E M(A”, I&), a E (K, V). Then o(K) x 1 C fi-‘( V) and o(K) is compact so 
there are neighborhoods 1 E WC G and a(K) c U c Eo with @(U x W) C V. Then p((K, U) x 
W) C (K, V) and cr. 1) E (K, U) x W. This implies p is continuous at (a, 1). The proof of continuity 
at (a, g) is similar. 
LEMMA 1.10. The chain homotopy K: C,(Eo)-+ Ck+,(EG) restricts to a continuous map 
(which we will also call K) 
K: M(Ak, EC)-+ M(A’+‘, Ec). 
Proof. It suffices to show that q: M(A”, EG) x A”+’ -+ Eo, q(a, (x, t)) = h(a(x), t) where 
A “+’ = A” x I/A” x {l}, is continuous [ll, Th. 8, p. 61. Suppose q(a, (x, t)) E V C Eo. Choose 
(a(x), t) E U x J C Eo x I with U x J open so that h( U x 1) C V. Choose x E W C A” open 
so that P(W) C U. Then q((w, U)x(WxJ)) C V. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 1.11. Suppose G is a compact Lie group and f: M(AN+‘, Eo)+ R is Bore1 measurable 
and bounded on compact sets. Then H(a) = _f, E G f (K(ag)) is Bore1 and bounded too. 
Proof. Since G and Eo have countable bases for their topologies, Lemma 1.11 follows from 
the preceding four lemmas. 
We now wish to pull the formula of the preceding corollary back to the bar resolution. To do 
this we define a homomorphism from the bar resolution into C,(EG) which commutes with the 
action of G (and which commutes with the augmentation maps ??: CO+ 230). It follows from 
homologica algebra that such a map will induce isomorphisms on cohomology. 
The bar resolution is defined as follows: &(G) is the free abelian group on Gk+‘. G acts on 
I&(G) from the right by the diagonal action on Gk+‘. &:&(G)+&-,(G) is given by 
&(go,... , gk) = iio (- I)‘(go, . . . , ii,. . . , gk) where, as USUd the * means omit gi. Our map 
p: B,(G)+ C*(EG) is defined inductively using the chain homotopy K in C*(Eo) defined with 
the contraction h,. Let x0 e Eo be the contraction point of h,, and map G into the fibre 
containing x0, G equivariantly, with 1 E G going to x0. This map determines 
p: Be(G)+ CO(Eo). Now assume p: I&(G)+ Ck(Eo) is defined. Define p: &+1(G)+ Ck+l(Eo) 
by 
&go, * * * , g&+1) = (Kp(g*go-‘7 * . * 3 gk+lgo-l)ko. 
The properties of p that we are interested in are the following: 
(1) For each k 2 0, p induces a map Gk+’ +A4(Ak, Eo) which is continuous. This follows 
from the continuity of K (see Lemma 1.10) by induction. Thus, if f E c~~(Eo, A) where A is a 
topological G-module, off : G k+l+A is Bore1 measurable and bounded. 
(2) The chain homotopy K in C*(EG) corresponds to the standard chain homotopy in the bar 
resolution: (go, . . . , gk) --) (1, go, . . . , gk). 
As an immediate consequence we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.13. If [U] E Hk(Bo, A) for some topological G module A with a countable 
basis for its topology, then [U] restricted to flat bundles can be represented by a Bore1 
measurable and bounded cocycle U: Gk”+ A in the bar resolution. 
COROLLARY 1.14. Let [U] E H2k(&, Z), G compact, and choose U: G%+’ -+ Z as a Borel, 
bounded cocycle representative in B”((G, Z). Then 
@go, * * .,&k-d=- 
is a Bore/ bounded cocycle representative for 0 E H$T’ (G, R/Z). Furthermore, the diflerential 
characters associated to G comprise the R/Z valued Bore1 cohomology on G in the sense of C. 
C. Moore [6]. 
Proof. Only the last statement still needs proof. Wignef has shown that HL,(G,Z) = 
H*(BG, Z) under classifying maps such as the preceding one [13]. Associated to the sequence 
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O+Z-+R+R/Z+O 
we have the long exact sequence 
Since, for G compact H&el(G,R) = 0[13], we have H&$(G,R/Z)= ff&,l(G,Z) under the 
Bockstein map. Using the above formula, it is clear that 0 Bocksteins to U. 
Q.E.D. 
92. PROOF OF THEOREM A 
Let U c X be an open subset. Then we can associate to U the complex C,*(U, A). If 
V C U then the inclusion induces maps CB< U, A)+ CB*( V, A). By defining, r( U, A) = 
Csk (U, A) we get a presheaf Cek(A), the presheaf of Bore1 bounded k-cochains on X valued in 
A. By taking completions we get sheaves gBk(A), of germs of Borel, bounded cochains in X. 
The coboundary maps induce homomorphisms of sheaves: 
O-,sa-,~so(A)~~~‘(A)-)... 
where & is the sheaf of locally constant A valued functions on X. 
Similarly one can define the sheaves gk(A) of germs of singular cochains on X valued in A, 
and obtain a commutative diagram of sheaves: 
O-sB* %‘(A) - %“(A) - . . . 
C 11 Tl 
O-d- &j’(A)- ‘&,‘(A)--+. . . 
where the vertical maps are induced by the inclusion of Borel, bounded cochains into the total 
singular cochain complex. 
Our first step is to show that both of the above sequences are fine resolutions of the sheaf 
Sp. Then applying the sections functor r, we get a commutative diagram of cochain complexes: 
0-A--+IQ”(A)) --4@‘(A)) -. . . 
TI P o- A-Iy%&i))- ryw,Qi\,-... T 
and the inclusion map i, will induce isomorphisms of cohomology. 
To show gB”(A) is fine we need 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let {V,},,, be a locally finite open cover of X. Then there is a partition of 
unity subordinate to a locally finite refinement of {Va} consisting of Bore/ measurable functions 
whose range is (0, l}. 
Proof. Let {#a} be a continuous partition of I subordinate to {Vm}o,,. Let Y be the 
collection of finite subsets of the index set 1. For SE Y let vs = 
{x E X(min &(x) > max &(x)}. Then Vs C n V,, so {V } s sEy is a locally finite refinement 
.ZES tte.S aES 
of { KL,. If x E Vs n Vs, then x E Vsus, since 
min a ESUS’ (6 0)) > min [ftt {&(x)), Ft; (4~~ (x)11 > L1 ptts, Idh(x 
Let uk = U Vs. Then {uk} is a locally finite cover of X. Define 
card S=k 
Tk=uk- i~kU;={xlk=maxj,x E Uj}. 
> 
Define 7’s = Tk II Vs where k = card S. (7’s) are Borel, cover X, and are subordinate to 
{ VS}S.P-. The collection {Ts} are also disjoint. To see this suppose x E Ts n Ts. Then 
card S = card S’ = j since the { Tk} are disjoint. If x E Vs fl Vs, then x E V,,,.. If S# S’ then 
card S U S’>card S= j and x$Z Tj so xg Ts. Thus S=S’ and T,= Ts. 
Thus we have “tiled” X with Bore1 sets, one set in each of the Vs. Now define C&.(X) = 1 if 
x E Ts, &(x) = 0 if x 6Z Ts. (4~)s~~ is the desired partition. 
Q.E.D. 
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We can now form a partition of unity for gBk(A) subordinate to the cover { Vs}. If U: Ah + X 
is a singular k-simplex, let x0 be the 0” vertex of Ak. Then for f E %E’~(A) let e,(j)(a) = 
&(a(~~)) - f(a). The sheaf homomorphisms {Is} give the desired partition of unity. 
A partition of unity for ak(A) can be constructed similarly, but with no need for the 
proposition since 4~ need not be Borel. 
COROLLARY 2.2 The sheaves sBk(A) and gk(A) are fine sheaves. 
It now remains to show that both fine resolutions are exact. For this we use condition (ii) in 
Theorem A. If f E ‘2fBk(A) is the germ of a Borel, bounded cocycle at some point x E X, 
choose a contractible neighborhood U 3x with fE CBk( U, A). Choose a contraction 
h,: U+ U, and use ht to define a chain homotopy K: Ck-l( u)* Ck( u). Again, by Lemma 
1.10 of the previous section, K: M(Ak-‘, U)+ M(Ak, U) is continuous so f 0 K E Csk-‘( U, .A) 
and S(f 0 K) = f. Thus f is a coboundary and the resolution is exact. 
At this point we must take some care if we are working with cochains on the smooth 
singular complex of a C” manifold. We must assume that K(a) is smooth if o is smooth. It 
suffices to choose a contraction h, which is smooth at all t (in particular t = 0). See [12] for 
details. 
The proof of exactness of 8*(A) is identical, but without the worry of preserving Bore1 
structures. 
We now have the following diagram: 
O-K;-C;(X,A)~~(~;(A))BO 
i 
l is 
i 
f 
where j sends a cochain to the corresponding section in $*(A) (resp. 8%(A)) and K* (resp. K%) 
is the kernel of j. The vertical maps are inclusions. To see that i: Cz(X, A)-* C*(X, A) induces 
isos on cohomology, it suffices to show that H*(K,) = H*(K) = 0 and use the 5 lemma on the 
long exact sequence for cohomology. We prove II* = 0. The proof for H*(K) is identical 
but easier. 
let 9.l be any open cover of X and call a singular simplex %-small if it lies entirely in some 
open set in 41. Let C&(X, A) be the restriction of C,*(X, A) to %-small simplices. Then we 
have a short exact sequence O* K&----, C,*(X, A) -% C&(X, A)--+ 0. We will show that 
je*: H*(C,(X, A))+ H*(C,(X, A)) is an isomorphism, so H*(K& = 0. Assuming this, suppose f 
is a cocycle in KBn. Choose an open cover % with j%(f) = 0. Then f E K&so we can find g E Kl;;i;’ 
with Sg = f. Then, since g E Kg=-‘, H*(KB) = 0. 
To show that jq* is an isomorphism, we will construct a map k: C&(X, A)-* C,*(X, A) and 
show that ja 0 k and k 0 j% are both chain homotopic to the identity. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S: M(A”, X)+ 2 be defined by S(c) = min {ijSd’(a) is 91 small}, where Sd is 
the subdivision map. Then S is a Borel, bounded map. 
Proof. We show that S-‘(i) is Bore1 for every i E Z 
S-‘(i) = {ajSd’-‘(a) isn’t Ou small} n {alSd’(a) is % small}. 
We show that the first set is closed and the second set is open. It clearly suffices to show that 
Ai = {o(Sd’(a) is % small} is open, 
since the first set above is the complement of Ai-‘. Let g E Ai, Sd’A” = i pi and r(rj) C Uj E 
%. For our neighborhood of u in Ai, require each a(Tj) (compact) to lie ih Uj (open). 
To see that S is bounded on compact sets, let K c M(A”, X) be compact, and for each 
u E K choose U, 3a open such that S( U,) I S(a) (this is possible since the Ai are open and 
S(Ai) 5 i). By compactness finitely many U, cover K and this gives us our bound. 
Q.E.D. 
We now define a chain homotopy R with Ra - aR = 1 - Sd. This map is defined on C,(A”) 
ausing acyclic models and extended to C,(X) via naturality. Thus R is the sum (in the chain 
complex C,(X)) of a finite number of contininuous maps M(A”, X)+ M(A”+‘, X). Let 
C,“(X, A) be the restriction of C”(X, A) to %-small simplices. Define k: C%“(X, A)+ Cn(X, ,A) 
by 
Wd=f(S~ S’a’(a) + 2 ( - 1)‘R ( J=O 
where ui is the jth face of u. Define h: C” (X, A)+ C”-‘(X, A) by (hf)(a) = 
f (R ( 2 (Sd’)b))). 
OsirS(o)-I 
Standard calculations show that jsc 0 k = identity: C&(X, A)+ C&(X, A) and that k 0 j% = 
ah + hd. We must show that these maps preserve the properties of Bore1 measurable and 
bounded. 
LEMMA 2.4. Image kl GPWX,A)) C GYX A). Image (hlcentx.AJ C G’-‘(X, A). 
Proof. M(A”, X) is partitioned into a countable number of discrete Bore1 sets, each set 
having fixed values for S(a) and S(aj), j = 0,. . . , n. On each of these sets, k(f) and h(f) are 
just finite sums of Bore1 functions, so are themselves Bore]. Since the number of these sets is 
countable, k(f) and h (f) are also Bore1 on their union. 
k(f) and h(f) are bounded because on any compact subset of M(A”, X), the values of S(U) 
and S(a’) are bounded. 
The above lemma concludes the proof that jc.: H*(Ce(X, A))+ H*(CB~(X, A)) is an 
isomorphism. This concludes the proof of Theorem A. 
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